[Clinicopathological Examination of Differentiated Gastric Cancer].
The common type carcinoma of gastric cancer is divided into 3 groups, papillary adenocarcinoma(pap), well differentiated tubular adenocarcinoma(tub1)and moderately tubular adenocarcinoma(tub2). In this study, we tried to individualize treatments of them by evaluating their clinicopathological features. Examined resected specimens were collected from 2000 to 2016. We compared among pap, tub1, and tub2 as the clincopathological features retrospectively. Histological diagnosis was confirmed to 55 cases with pap, 639 cases with tub1 and 718 cases with tub2. Comparing the ratio of lymph node metastasis(LNM)according to the depth of invasion, tub2 and pap show higher incidence of LNM than tub1 in T1b, T2, and T4(a+b). Tub2 and pap patients have larger number of LNM and worse 5 year survival rates than tub1 patients. We demonstrated that tub2 and pap may have higher malignancy and show earlier LNM than tub1. When we consider of endoscopic treatment, individualizataing tub1, tub2 and pap is important.